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Rickey J. White, Jr.
"To be present, transposing information with effectiveness, leveraging real-time intelligence 
that necessitates collaboration, thus transforming innovation into dynamic impact."

In a world where consultancy often treads familiar paths, Rickey Jay White, Jr. (RJW™) stands as a 
vanguard of transformation. As the Senior Managing Partner at Blyth & White, my journey over the 
past fifteen years has been defined by an unrelenting pursuit of innovation and a commitment to 
excellence. Bringing a touch of Southern roots and a strategic acumen to the table, my 
approach transcends the present, aiming to redefine the future. Specializing in tech, broadband, 
brand, and marketing, I have forged a new paradigm in consultancy — one that transcends 
traditional boundaries to drive measurable impact and foster enduring growth across multiple 
sectors. My mission? To not only lead businesses to success but to cultivate the next generation of 
leaders. I'm not just a consultant; I am a catalyst for change, an architect of digital transformation, 
and a strategist crafting the narrative of success one breakthrough at a time. Join me in this 
journey of strategic brilliance, where we turn challenges into opportunities and ideas into realities.



Rickey Jay White, Jr. (RJW™) is a visionary force reshaping industries with his unparalleled expertise and boundless passion. Hailing from the heart of 
Alabama, RJW™ has cultivated a remarkable journey marked by innovation, influence, and transformative leadership. 

As an accomplished entrepreneur, RJW™'s journey began in 2007, with unwavering dedication and audacious curiosity propelling him forward. His journey, 
spanning over 15 years, has been a testament to resilience, growth, and an unyielding commitment to excellence. 

Bringing Southern charm and a strategic mindset to the table, RJW™'s impact is felt across branding, strategy, technology, and consulting. His skill set isn't 
just a mere toolbox – it's a symphony of visionary thinking, creative prowess, and an innate understanding of the ever-evolving digital landscape. 

With a deep-seated appreciation for the power of ideas, RJW™ has orchestrated strategies that amplify brands, galvanize growth, and transcend 
challenges. His collaborations aren't just transactions – they're transformative partnerships that bridge gaps, spark innovation, and pave the way for 
undiscovered potential. 

In a world brimming with possibilities, RJW™ champions the relentless pursuit of evolution. The core of his philosophy lies in guiding clients towards their pulse 
of success by maximizing their influence. It's a harmonious blend of strategy, vision, and a commitment to anticipating and embracing change. 

Fuelled by a love for technology, RJW™'s embrace of the digital realm isn't just pragmatic – it's visionary. His consultancy journey is a beacon of 
understanding, where he wields technology as a tool for amplification and growth. The result? A symphony of finely-tuned solutions that harmonize 
branding, technology, strategy, and innovation. 

Venturing beyond the realms of conventional consultants, RJW™'s ethos encompasses authenticity, leadership, and the unwavering pursuit of excellence. 
Every collaboration, every venture, is a testament to his mission – to produce not only businesses but leaders, through the cultivation of big data that 
underpins market dominance. 

His superpower? Fostering connections, propelling growth, and breathing life into brands. A maestro of strategic thinking and execution, RJW™ stands as a 
testament to the possibilities of innovation and influence. 

In a hyper-connected world, RJW™ is a beacon of transformation. His vision for the future is rooted in the present, where he navigates industries with a firm 
grip on tomorrow's possibilities. His consultancy isn't just advice – it's a fusion of insights, guidance, and action that bridges the gap between where you are 
and where you can be. 

At his core, RJW™ believes in the uncharted power of ideas to improve profits and amplify brands. His resolve to stay ahead of the curve drives a 
responsive evolution of possibilities. With every venture, he cultivates leaders, unlocks potential, and transforms challenges into opportunities.

Join RJW™ on this journey – where strategic brilliance, technology, and innovation converge, crafting the narrative of success one breakthrough at a time. With an eye 
on tomorrow and the heart of a trailblazer, RJW™ is more than a consultant – he's a catalyst for transformation, ready to write the next chapter of your success story.
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